
with the evolution ofWestern medicine and public health in Japan and cooperation over disease control
inAsia. The archival Chapters 5–7 offer a fresh glimpse of Saiki’s cultural and scientific diplomacy, which
placed Japan on the map of global nutrition science. Chapter 8 stresses the negative effects of the Second
WorldWar on Japanese health and nutrition and the promotion of animal protein and improved health
under U.S. occupation after the war.

This study admirably bridges medical and diplomatic history and cultural studies. Through the case
of Japan, Barona demonstrates the complexity of food and nutrition in modern history. More impor-
tantly, his coverage of Japanese initiative helps rethink the historiography of modern Japanese medicine.
Historians have long described Japanese medical practices and knowledge as no more than state tools to
cultivate healthy soldiers, labours and imperial subjects. Bringing Saiki and the Imperial State Institute of
Nutrition to centre stage, Barona highlights how Japan inspired other countries, particularly those in
Latin America, to institutionalise nutrition research. Through the League of Nations and the Rockefeller
Foundation, Japanese nutrition scientists actively contributed to global research on vitamins and human
metabolism and on the relationship between nutrition and disease. By locating Japan within a global
network of nutritional knowledge production and circulation, Barona brings a fresh global perspective to
the history of nutrition science.

Given his limited proficiency in Japanese, Barona overlooks key Japanese-language scholarship on
nutrition science in Japan. Already in 1960, Hiromichi Hagiwara published a thorough survey of the
history of nutrition science in modern Japan, detailing Saiki’s contribution to both domestic and
international dietary reform. Nobuhisa Namimatsu’s recent study also centres Saiki.3 Barona’s focus
on Saiki also exaggerates the significance of inter-war Japan. Japan introduced clinical and experimental
methods in nutrition research as early as the 1870s, not, as Barona argues, in the early twentieth century.
Similarly, the ‘new’ paradigms such as optimum and minimum diets, calorie requirements and
nutritional values all emerged in the 1880s.

Barona’s brief discussion of post-war Japan is problematic. American policies did help change diet
preference in occupied Japan. But post-war Japanese nutrition research was not a complete departure
from inter-war developments. Relying primarily on the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey and on the
scholarship of Christopher Aldous and Akihito Suzuki, Barona overlooks key continuities in Japanese
institutions, personnel and researchmethods. A broader survey of Japanese and English primary sources
might accentuate the significance of Japan’s experience. For instance, archival records from Rockefeller
Foundation show that post-war Japanese nutrition surveys were conducted by Japanese nutritionists,
who were trained in pre-war Japan and used well-established methods in inter-war years.4 In that sense,
Barona’s book marks a good invitation for further study.

Jing Sun
Department of History, University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, PA, USA
doi:10.1017/mdh.2021.35

Marga Vicedo, Intelligent Love: The Story of Clara Park, Her Autistic Daughter, and the Myth of
the Refrigerator Mother (Boston: Beacon Press, 2021), pp. 1þ259, $28.95, hardback, ISBN:
9780807025628.

Marga Vicedo’s book, Intelligent Love outlines a story of contested scientific authority. It describes how a
mother of an autistic child is seen as an unreliable source of scientific authority and it describes her fight

3Hiromichi Hagiwara, Nihon eiyo-gaku shi [History of Japan’s Nutrition Science] (Tokyo: National Nutrition Association,
1960); Nobuhisa Namimatsu, ‘The Formation of Nutrition Science and Tadasu Saeki’, Acta humanistica et scientifica
Universitatis Sangio Kyotiensis 50 (2017), 25–53.

4The Supreme Command for the Allied Powers Public Health and Welfare Section Summary, January 29, 1947, 609 Japan,
Folder 2611, Box 387, General Correspondence, Rockefeller Foundation Records, Rockefeller Archive Center.
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against prevailing scientific wisdom which eventually results in the testimony of the mother being given
scientific legitimacy. Intelligent Love thus outlines the personal story of a mother who fought to go from
being demonised to being valued.

The main historical figure in Vicedo’s book is Clara Clairbourne Park. After describing her early life,
the narrative focuses upon the birth of her fourth child. Upon realising this daughter is not developing
like her other children Clara sought scientific advice. Clara found, however, that psychologists and
psychiatrists started doubting her qualities as a mother. Drawing upon psychoanalytical theory, some
suspected Clara was too meticulous to love naturally and felt this caused her daughter to be autistic.
Despite periods of self-doubt, Clara rejected these claims and sought out alternative ways to understand
herself and her child. She eventually found scientists who did value her views and eventually she found
others who had been similarity excluded. This eventually led to collaborations and later to the founding
of organisations where parents advocated on behalf of their autistic children. By the end of Vicedo’s
history, Clara Park is a respected authority on autism, being taken seriously by many scientists, parents,
autistic individuals and the general public. Vicedo initially switches between two different narratives, one
focussing on Clara Park and one focussing on scientific developments in psychiatry generally and autism
in particular. The latter narrative sometimes affects the former because Clara Park finds herself reacting
to scientific developments. However, eventually these two separate narratives collapse into one because
Clara Park herself starts to influence the development of science. This book will be of use to those
interested in the history of autism, giving an overview of the development of modern notions of autism
and a close history of a specific individual within that history.

Major themes in the book are the changing positions on who has authority in knowledge production,
and what sources are considered objective. Mothers of autistic individuals were not only considered
unreliable witnesses, but also considered to harm their children. As such, the mother was considered a
scientifically relevant object for her supposed causal role in her child being autistic but she is taken as
having no insight into the nature of autism nor into the way in which her child is autistic. For example,
Clara Park took detailed notes about her child but to some psychoanalytically orientated professionals
this was evidence of her lack of intuitivemothering. Later in the narrative psychology becomesmore data
driven and Clara Park’s precise observations of her daughter were now considered valuable. Clara Park
thus came to be seen as having an insight into autism and her daughter, giving her a level of authority in
knowledge production. A related aspect is how the creation of a network helped promote this alternative
source of authority. Parents of autistic children formed a network from which they could challenge
scientists and put forward their own experiences as a legitimate form of scientific knowledge. People who
are interested in psychology, psychiatry and the human sciences more generally can find valuable
material in Intelligent Love on changing views on sources of authority in knowledge production, the value
of observation, the development of networks within science, and the role of individuals without scientific
training in scientific research.

The general narrativemakes claims to which some neurodiversity advocatesmay object. Firstly, Clara
Park speaks on behalf of her daughter. Some would argue that it is unethical to speak on behalf autistic
individuals since it de-powers the autistic individual. Secondly, somewould argue that Clara Park should
not have tried to change her daughter, including using invasive techniques like Applied Behaviour
Analysis, and should have instead accepted her daughter for who she is. Vicedo is aware of such concerns
and argues that Clara Park was not unethical because she gave her daughter a choice in what changes she
wanted to make and how they would go about making those changes. I feel the book gives a good case
study on which neurodiversity advocates can test their claims. It would be interesting to know if many
neurodiversity advocates feel Clara should not have tried to make her daughter interact more with the
external world.

In relation to criticisms, I think there are a few areas where more historical detail and context would
have been helpful. First, there was discussion about separating autism from childhood schizophrenia. I
felt that more detail on the diagnosis of childhood schizophrenia would have been helpful to understand
how, or indeed if, the diagnosis of autism was an improvement over the diagnosis of childhood
schizophrenia. For example, the way in which childhood schizophrenia was considered to change over
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time, the employment of subtypes of childhood schizophrenia (such as Bender’s pseudodefective,
pseudoneurotic and pseudopsychotic), and that some considered childhood schizophrenia to be a
continuum, were not discussed. I believe that the diagnosis of childhood schizophrenia is more
complicated andmore sophisticated than Vicedo suggests. Secondly, there wasmuch positive discussion
of psychologist and parent advocate Bernard Rimland’s 1960s concepts of autism. However, I feel that
Rimland’s concept of autism is more problematic than Vicedo suggests. Rimland believed that about
only one in ten children considered to have childhood schizophrenia actually had autism. Vicedo does
not discuss what should bemade of those nine out of ten childrenwhowere considered to have childhood
schizohrenia but did not fit Rimland’s notion of autism. If I am right that the diagnosis of childhood
schizophrenia is more sophisticated than Vicedo suggests then perhaps Rimland’s notion of autism was
too restrictive to be an improvement over childhood schizophrenia.

Sam Fellowes
Department of Politics, Philosophy and Religion,

County South, Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4YL, UK
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